In §1 we state the required set theory. In §2 we describe a special Aronszajn tree T, the set of points of type a> in the Jones' road space. In §3 we show T is not normal; in §4 we show T is normal.
Jones proposed the space discussed in this paper.
He was unable to determine if it was normal. We show that the normality of this space depends on set theoretic principles more recent than 2 < 2 , which he used to show that separable normal Moore spaces are metrizable.
In §1 we state the required set theory. In §2 we describe a special Aronszajn tree T, the set of points of type a> in the Jones' road space. In §3 we show T is not normal; in §4 we show T is normal.
1. Set theory. The material here, except for 0> can be found in I. states that for every ccc partial order (P, <) and every collection F = |Da: a<w1l of dense subsets of P there is F-generic G C P; that is G satisfies (ii) if oe Ta, then a \ ß + 1 £ Tß; Let W be an uncountable subset of P. Because there are only countably many pairs of integers, and countably many finite sequences of rationals, there are integers tz, m, and an uncountable subset W of W such that dom/=t/z0... hn_v V ¿m-l!> f*ih) = g*ih), and f*ik) = g*ik) for all f, g£ W', i < n, j < 772.
It cannot happen that simultaneously f^ih) n f2ik) 4 0, fyih^n fAk) 4 0, and /2(t7.) O fAk) 4 0-For then there would be a sequence ending in the greater of / (h.) and / (k) in each of these intersections.
Since a sequence in T has only one such initial segment, we conclude that it is the same o in each intersection, so o £ /2'^p C\ f2(k), and f2 4 P.
